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The Arsenal Firearms Group of 
Companies is a new born, yet 
comes a long way. But as a matter
of fact, it truly “happened” one 
day of a few years ago, as the two 
founders of the group and creators
of the line of products met on an 
exhibition show floor.
Although not clear then, that was
the start: shortly after that day, the 
30 years experience as a gun writer 
and gun designer Nicola Bandini 
and the knowledge and 30 years 
passion of gun collector and gun 
miniature master Dimitry Streshin-
skiy merged, to vision a common 
path of true innovation in the gun 
industry.
The Arsenal Firearms Group was 
officially founded, becoming op-
erative and fully licensed in various 
Countries during 2011.
But it was during a hot summer 
night, that a strong and encourag-

Our Stor y 

ing call from Dimitry’s wife Suza-
na, made way for the true turning 
point of our enthralling develop-
ment.
And after months of intense work,
the world debut of both the group
of companies and product lines took 
to the stage on March the 9th, 2012.
The 2 years which followed the 
world debut during IWA 2012 
launched Arsenal Firearms and its 
products into hyperspace: the brand 
name counts today tenths of mil-
lions in web clicks, the website has 
recently passed 2 millions visitors 
and the YouTube corporate chan-
nel the 5 million video views.
But the most rewarding feedback 
for Arsenal Firearms has come 
from the market: in 2015, Arsenal 
Firearms is exporting to over 30 
Countries, enjoyng vertical growth 
and simultaneously launching new 
products.

ARSENAL FIREARMS ZANOTTI 1625 MINIATURE ARSENAL

Our Companies 

The heraldic logo of the Arsenal 
Firearms Group stems from the 
ancient gallant armour trade and 
heritage: the armoured arms cross 
each other in a challenge of faith 
and loyalty, showing the colours of 
the trade of gun making: the forge 
hammer (strength) and the arrow 
(accuracy).
Arsenal Firearms’ premier goal is 
that of bringing absolute firearm 
design innovation, in total respect 
of ancient gun manufacturing her-
itage and tradition, along with the 
enforcing of the newest technolo-
gies and manufacturing highest 
quality.

The logo and brand of Zanotti 
1625 dates back at least 200 years 
in the form we receive it today: 
the Golden Mercury with trident 
and the laurel branches have been 
inlaid with gold in the Zanotti 
shotgun’s forends since the 19th 
Century, although no one can be 
sure of the date since this logo was 
officially assumed. Today, Stefano 
Zanotti still inlays his Golden 
Mercury in his marvelous guns, 
as we strive to keep the oldest 
word’s brand in fine shotgun 
manufacturing exactly as it has 
always been.

Miniature Arsenal has built over 
the past eight years a unique col-
lection of historic and modern fire-
arms of all kinds and size, in vari-
ous scales, in series ranging from 1 
piece to a few tenths, with finishes 
and engravings matching or even 
surpassing those of the original 
size firearms.
All manufacturing processes of 
the firearms of the collection are 
totally faithful to the original size 
firearms, including the choice of 
metals, wood essence and poly-
mers, with extreme care dedicated 
to metal surface treatment and 
colour-scheme match and histori-
cal respect.
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Our Philosophy 

Coming from different yet extremely 
unique experiences, the powerful 
core team of Arsenal Firearms 
Group holds an unparalleled 
experience in gun design: thanks 
to the years spent by some of it’s 
members in reverse-engineering 
and miniaturization of practically 
the complete history of small 
weapons, the AF Group banks 
today on the largest number of 
3D machine drawings of portable 
weapons on the planet.
Merging this vast data bank with 
the experience of some members of 
the team in firearm R&D, ballistic 

research and real life operative 
police and military use of small 
weapons, has produced a totally 
unique and fresh approach to 
designing new products.
Finally, a handful of great men and 
establishments in the European 
gun industry who partner with us, 
operational speed, unconventional 
tools and a very special team work 
are also key features of the R&D 
and creative ability of Arsenal 
Firearms Group: what the industry 
standard takes years in bringing to 
the industrial line, we do in months. 
And we can prove it.
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ON THE LEFT, THE NEW LINE OF STRIKE 
ONE SPEED AVAILABLE CERAKOTE™ 
FINISHES: FROM TOP TO BOTTOM, 
GRAPHITE BLACK, TITANIUM, BURNT 
BRONZE, MATTE GOLD.

New for 2015, adding by huge 
demand from the sport shooting 
disciplines community to the line of 
standard Service Pistols, Arsenal 
Firearms is proudly introducing the 
Strike One Speed.
Lighter slide, 5 inch-flat, IPSC 
compliant SUS416 Stainless Steel 
barrel with 11° muzzle crown, 
adjustable front and back fiber 
optic premier sights, the Strike 
One Speed is already winning 
international IPSC and IDPA 
competitions worldwide.
A variety of dedicated oversized 
components will be made available 
to the shooting community during 
2015. 
The new Production Pistol world 
standard to beat is finally here.

> STRIKE ONE NEW> STRIKE ONE PISTOL SYSTEM 
The Strike One semiautomatic 
pistol comes to the world scene 
in 2012 as a completely new and 
revolutionary gun. The Strike One 
semiautomatic pistol comes as the 
fastest, most controllable, most 
accurate and hard hitting service 
pistol available today on the world 
market.
A full 5 inches cold-hammered 
barrel, along with a 75 Hrc surface 
Nitrite treatment for barrel, locking 
block, slide and operating pin 
industrial production standard, 
warrant safe and flawless use 
of the pistol in excess of 50.000 
rounds.
The frame of the Strike One 
was also engineered 
with exacting and 

unprecedented standards: the 
operating frame block, again made 
of the best 42CrMo4 steel, features 
long rails for total axial and torque 
control of all the moving parts, pins 
and springs. The frame itself, with 
it’s unique and true 3D hand grip 
(and not just “millings” on a flat 
surface) comes today as the only 
service pistol with a full fledged 
IPSC standard beveled magazine 
insert, allowing Special Operation 
and SWAT teams to work as if they 
were using a competition pistol.
The trigger system of the Strike 

One, again like no other before, 
operates mainly on the 

horizontal plain, 
without raisers 

and 

variable, long, rubbery trigger 
pull, but with a crisp and short 
firing pin release: this is the 
secret, along with a lighting fast 
locking mechanism, behind the 
unbelievable semiautomatic firing 
speed of our pistol.
Finally, thanks to the in-line barrel 
operation, the Strike One allows 
the development of a number of 
extremely innovative accessories, 
which base the designing and 
operative criteria on the “carrying 
in-line barrel”, such as a wide 
range of suppressors, brakes and 
compensators.

TECHNICAL SPECS

TYPE: geometric lock, semiautomatic hammerless 
pistol

ACTION: short recoil, in line barrel, patented locking 
block system

CALIBERS: 9x19 Para, 9x21 IMI, .357 SIG, .40 S&W

TRIGGER: automatic safety, Safe Action only

SAFETIES: single arc trigger safety, with firing pin 
automatic safety and disconnector

MAGAZINE: with ambidextrous push-button release, 
17 rounds, staggered (9) 13 rounds (.40 S&W-.357 SIG)

FRAME: reinforced polymer or Ergal light alloy

SLIDE: with front and rear cocking panels, rebated 
ceiling. Milled, 10% lighter slide on the Speed model.

SIGHTS: interchangeable back plate/sight, (fixed or 
adjustable Speed) or Micro-Dot ready

TOTAL LENGTH: 210 mm

BARREL LENGTH: 127 mm

TOTAL HEIGHT: 143 mm

TOTAL WIDTH: 33 mm (all versions)

TOTAL WEIGHT (POLYMER): 750 Grs.

TOTAL WEIGHT (ERGAL): 890 Grs.

SPECIAL FEATURES: frame bears 360° integral beve-
led magazine well, underbarrel integral Picatinny rail.
The pistol comes with dedicated security lock con-
toured foam case, double magazine, with gun oil and 
complete cleaning kit, User’s Manual and internatio-
nal 1 year Warranty.

BARREL AXIS DIFFERENCE
SIG SP 2340 vs. STRIKE ONE

ON THE LEFT, THE IMPRESSIVE BARREL LINE 
TO GRIP LINE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE 
ACCLAIMED SERVICE PISTOL SIG SP 2340 
AND THE STRIKE ONE: THE OBVIOUS MUZZLE 
JUMP REDUCTION IS EQUALLY IMPRESSIVE.

23 MM
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NEW FOR 2015, THE STRIKE ONE All Weather Pistol (AWP) COMES BOTH IN JUNGLE GREEN 
AND DESERT TAN CERAKOTE™ FINISHES. 
5’’ SUS416 STAINLESS STEEL BARREL, FIXED SIGHTS ONLY, WITH NIGHT VISIBILITY OPTION.
ABOVE, THE AVERAGE PERFORMANCE OF THE .40 S&W 180 Grs. AT 15 YARDS.

Following the field experiences of various Special Forces Teams 
around the world, engaging truly all kinds of athmospheric 
conditions, the Strike One line of service pistols is expanding to 
supply a realiable tool for extreme environmental conditions: new 
for 2015 here is the line of Strike One AWP (All Weather Pistol).
The main features of this variant of the already well tested Strike 
One, are the new Stainless Steel SUS416-5 Inches barrel and the 
dual Cerakote™ slide and back plate finishes: Jungle Green and 
Desert Tan.
Both the guns are available in 9x19 Luger, 9x21 IMI, .40S&W and, 
towards the end of the year, .357 SIG. 

> STRIKE ONE  

ABOVE, THE SUS416 STAINLESS STEEL 
5 INCHES BARREL .40S&W OF THE NEW 
STRIKE ONE All Weather Pistol (AWP).

NEW
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LEFT, THE IN-LINE BARREL, CYCLE LIGHTNING 
SPEED AND LOWEST MUZZLE JUMP, GRANT 
BOTH THE PROFESSIONAL OPERATOR AND THE 
COMPETITION SHOOTER AMAZING BALLISTIC 
TERMINAL ACCURACY, UNPRECEDENTED FOR 
A POLYMER FRAME, HAMMERLESS PISTOL.

NEW> STRIKE ONE  

The new line of Strike One Ergal: 
machined from solid Aluminum 
7075 frame, custom tuned to zero 
tolerances, SUS416 Stainless Steel 
barrel, matching magazine pad. 
This is the ultimate “racing pistol” 
for the uncompromising shooter 
and collector who demand the best 
and highest target performance. 
Can be ordered with personalized 
Serial Number, in a wide variety of 
CeraKote™ finishes for both frame 
and slide, in a unique colour scheme.

ABOVE, THE SIMPLE AND YET 
REVOLUTIONARY STRIKE ONE 
LOCKING SYSTEM.

THE AMBIDEXTROUS MAGAZINE RELEASE
 
For the first time a traditional two-sided female notch 
magazine can be used with a totally ambidextrous, 
lateral operation (conventional push button) latch. 
This has been possible thanks to the 
Arsenal Firearms new patented 
design, made of only 2 parts: 
latch and spring-stop. The 
system is entirely taken down 
by hand with no tools and 
features also the engagement 
of both magazine notches 
contemporarily for maximum 
safety of retention during 
extreme use of the pistol and 
will prevent accidental magazine 
loss as the gun drops on a hard 
surface.

THE TRIGGER SAFETY 

Unlike other competitor’s trigger safety systems, where 
the trigger is split into 2 parts making the shooter 
often uncomfortable with trigger feel and release 

predictability, the Strike One single trigger 
safety system comes as another true 
patented innovation: the trigger in fact 
cannot be accidentally pulled for the 
top portion of the arch (i.e. by a foreign 
object) as the special shoulder and 
rotation-travel of the trigger body will 
prevent it.
The result is a safety trigger, with single 
arch and a competition pistol feel and 
performance, for maximum first-shot 
trustable placement.

WITH THE LAUNCH OF THE STRIKE ONE, 3 SEPARATE PATENTS HAVE BEEN GRANTED FOR:

THE LOCKING SYSTEM

The Strike One Locking System has no equal in the 
history of semiautomatic weapons. It is based on the 
“1 degree of liberty mechanical law” of the main 
components (Barrel, Locking Block and Bolt-slide).
The major benefits of the invention are:
• In line barrel operation with very tight tolerances 
with the slide;
• Lowest barrel center line over hand grip in history 
(12 mm);
• Lowest vertical mass movement on operating pin 
(locking block only and not the whole barrel);
• Fastest locking-unlocking time.
• Fully rail-guided barrel inside the slide, for 
tremendous accuracy coupling with the aiming devices.
• Highest ammunition feed level into the barrel, 
for trouble-free use of any type of bullet, with no 
deformation upon chambering.
• Shortest unlocking-locking action travel 
(4mm diameter operating pin).
• Totally sealed barrel-to-slide ejection port area, 
for safest operations of the gun in mud, dirt, dust.
• Strongest slide at ejection port area, 
due to minimal open profile of the same. 

> 
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The Strike One is offered today in 4 main polymer frame colours and 3 slide 
finishes configurations.

MILITARY - This is a “whole matte”, non glare, hard wearing surface finish, 
ideal for the low visibility and hard use military applications.
This configuration can be ordered with Black Ordnance, Desert Tan or Olive 
Drab polymer frame colours and matching colour magazine plate.

POLICE - This is a honed slide sides version, more apt to urban 
engangements, typical of Police operations. This version can only be 
obtained with the Black Ordnance polymer frame and matching magazine 
plate.

STAINLESS - For the first time in the industry, Arsenal Firearms again 
innovates, by offering a Stainless edition of a hammerless pistol: light gray 
polimer frame and matching magazine plate, Hard Chrome magazine body 
and Hard Chrome impervious finish throughout the steel parts of the pistol, 
including the sights.
This version, specifically designed and built with the competition IPSC 
shooter in mind, will also serve a number of professional duty service, such 
as Marine troops of al kinds, impervious weather operations, ceremonial 
uniforms, Traffic Police and so on. 

> FINISHES AND USES

ABOVE, THE CERAKOTE™ FINISHES NEW FOR 
2015: JUNGLE GREEN AND DESERT TAN.
THE STRIKE ONE BECOMES IMPERVIOUS TO 
ALL WEATHER CONDITIONS, THAT’S WHY 
WE NAMED THESE TWO SPECIALTY MODELS 
“AWP” (ALL WEATHER PISTOL).
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A PICTURE SPEAKING ONE THOUSAND WORDS: AN ITALIAN SPECIAL FORCES SHOOTING 
INSTRUCTOR ENGAGING IN FAST, AIMED FIRE WITH THE STRIKE ONE 9X19 PARA.
THE GUN IS FULLY LOCKED AND COCKED ON A NEW ROUND, ON SIGHT TO THE TARGET, WHILE 3 
SPENT CASES FLY WITHIN 30 CENTIMETRES FROM THE GUN.
A CONDITION IMPOSSIBLE TO MATCH WITH ANY OTHER CONVENTIONAL PISTOL, EVEN FULL AUTO.

> LRC-2
IN THIS PAGE: 

THE NEW LRC-2 (LONG RANGE 
CONVERSION KIT) AVAILABLE IN 2015 

AS A FAB DEFENSE EXTENSION AND 
A 300 MM (12 INCH) STAINLESS STEEL 

BARREL. AVAILABLE IN 9 LUGER ONLY, 
THIS CONVERSION KIT ALLOWS FAST 

AND ACCURATE LONG RANGE ACCURACY 
SHOOTING FOR THE FIRST TIME WITH AN 

OTHERWISE STANDARD, SEMIAUTOMATIC 
POLYMER FRAME HAMMERLESS PISTOL. 

ONLY THE ARSENAL FIREARMS AF-1 
STRIKE ONE, THANKS TO ITS IN-LINE 

BARREL AND REVOLUTIONARY LOCKING 
SYSTEM, ALLOWS THE CYCLE 

TO BE COMPLETELY SAFE EVEN 
WITH A 12 INCH BARREL.

THE LRC-2 ALLOWS THE MOUNT OF 
LONG RANGE OPTIC SIGHTS, RED DOTS, 

COLLIMATORS, NIGHT VISIONS, SO TO 
EXPAND A SEMIAUTOMATIC PISTOL 

BEYOND THE KNOWN BORDERS, ALLOWING 
100% SHOT PLACEMENT AT 100 YARDS 

AND OVER. NOTE: THE LRC-2 IS AVAILABLE 
ON SELECTED MARKETS WITH THE 

EXTENSIBLE, FOLDING STOCK, DEPENDING 
ON CURRENT LEGISLATION.

BELOW, THE COMPLETE LINE OF ARSENAL 
FIREARMS HOLSTERS, 

IDEAL HOMES FOR THE STRIKE ONE FOR 
TACTICAL AND SPORT USES.

NEW

ALFA SIERRA IPSCVICTOR SIERRA VICTOR C ALFA2

> TACTICAL and SPORT ACCESSORIES 

VICTOR 2
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IN THIS AND THE PRECEDING PAGE:
SOME OF THE LEATHER AND TACTICAL 
DEDICATED HOLSTERS, BELTS AND 
ACCESSORIES EXCLUSIVELY DEVELOPED 
FOR THE STRIKE ONE SYSTEM.

> LEATHER and TACTICAL ACCESSORIES 
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TWO OF THE THREE AVAILABLE VERSIONS 
OF THE NEW AF2011 DUELLER™: THE 

CLASSIC AND THE STAINLESS. BOTH COME 
WITH HONED FRAME AND SLIDE SIDES 

AND FINE MATTED SLIDE TOP AND FRAME 
FRONT AND BACK STRAPS.

The brand new AF2011 Dueller™ launches double 
barrel pistol shooting into the future: long slide, 6.5 
inch SUS416 Stainless Steel barrels, modern back 
and front serrated slide, magnum beavertailed grip 
safety and customized trigger, offer the discerning 
shooter unprecedented opportunities.
The Dueller™ will redefine long range target 
shooting and pistol hunting: this is a serious gun for 
serious shooters and hunters, as well as collectors 
who will not compromise and will not miss the 
opportunity to have a piece of machinery which 
will make history. And all of this in the full respect 
of the lines and grace of both the legendary 1911 
and the first classic Double Barrel Pistol, our own 
AF2011-A1 Second Century.
The AF2011 Dueller™ is available in the same 
finishes defined for the Second Century: Classic, 
Black Magic and Stainless.

> AF2011 ™ 
TECHNICAL SPECS

TYPE: geometric lock, semiautomatic double barrel 
hammer pistol

ACTION: short recoil, 1911 system

CALIBERS: .45 ACP, .38 Super Auto

TRIGGER: double hammer with single spur, double 
spur-one piece trigger

SAFETIES: left lever safety (1911) with half cock ham-
mer safety and beavertailed grip safety

MAGAZINE: 2 single magazines, paired with single 
floor plate, 8+8 rounds (.45 ACP)

FRAME: 39NiCrMo machined steel

SLIDE: 39NiCrMo steel machined from solid

SIGHTS: interchangeable back, adjustable

TOTAL LENGTH: 260 mm

BARREL LENGTH: 165 mm

TOTAL HEIGHT: 145 mm

TOTAL WIDTH: 50 mm

TOTAL WEIGHT: 2.000 Grs. unloaded

SPECIAL FEATURES: the pistol comes 1 year Warran-
ty. Most internal compo- nents are 
standard 1911 replace-
ment parts. 

THE IMPRESSIVE LOOKS OF THE NEW ARSENAL FIREARMS AF2011 
DUELLER™, A MODERN YET CLASSICAL,1911 RESPECTFUL MASSIVE 
DOUBLE BARREL PISTOL.
THIS GUN, THANKS TO 6,5 INCHES BARRELS AND LONGER SLIDE, 
BECOMES VERY CONTROLLABLE AND TARGET-PERFORMING.

NEW
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THE INTIMIDATING LOOKS OF THE AF2011 
DUELLER™ PRISMATIC: A MEAN MACHINE 
FOR LONG RANGE TARGET SHOOTING AND 

A POWERFUL HUNTING AT THE SAME TIME.

In these two pages, the ultimate double 
barrel pistol: the AF2011 Dueller™ 
Prismatic. Built on 5-axis machines 
only, with a slide stone-honed to razor-
edged perfection, this pistol offers 
maximum performance and terminal 
ballistic accuracy, thanks to the SUS 
416 Stainless Steel barrels with top, 
external compensators and 45° side, 
ambidextrous Brake Ports. Custom 
trigger set, magnum, beavertailed grip 
safety and G10 tactical grips add to the 
gun unparalleled control for fast, double 
shots for target and hunting options. 
The AF2011 Dueller™ Prismatic is 
available in both .45 ACP and .38 Super 
Auto, while a limited edition, double 10mm 
Auto will be released later in the year. 
The rock-solid Prismatic slide, exactly 

like a CNC machine, will guide the 
shooter’s eye to the target with 

exacting standard and 
performance.

> AF2011 ™  
TECHNICAL SPECS

TYPE: geometric lock, semiatutomatic double barrel 
hammer pistol

ACTION: short recoil, 1911 system

CALIBERS: .45 ACP, .38 Super Auto, 10mm Auto

TRIGGER: double hammer with single spur, double 
spur-one piece trigger

SAFETIES: left lever safety (1911) with half cock ham-
mer safety and beavertailed grip safety

MAGAZINE: 2 single magazines, paired with single 
floor plate, 8+8 rounds (.45 ACP)

FRAME: 39NiCrMo machined steel

SLIDE: 39NiCrMo steel machined from solid

SIGHTS: interchangeable back, adjustable

BARRELS. SUS 416 Stainless Steel, Compensated, 
with Hybrid side Brakes

TOTAL LENGTH: 260 mm

BARREL LENGTH: 165 mm

TOTAL HEIGHT: 145 mm

TOTAL WIDTH: 50 mm

TOTAL WEIGHT: 2.000 Grs. unloaded

SPECIAL FEATURES: the pistol comes 1 year War-
ranty. Most internal components are standard 1911 
replacement parts. Compensated barrels with side, 
Hybrid Brake Ports.

NICOLA BANDINI POSING WITH THE 
5 PISTOL SET OF THE NEW AF 2011 

DUELLER™ PRISMATIC BUILT FOR A MAJOR 
INTERNATIONAL MOVIE PRODUCTION.

NEW
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THE AF2011-A1 COMES TODAY AS THE 
MOST POWERFUL AND HIGHEST STOPPING 

POWER SEMIAUTOMATIC PISTOL ON THE 
WORLD MARKET

The AF2011-A1 Double Barrel 
Pistol comes actually as the very 
first industrial double barrel 
semiautomatic pistol of all times. 
The original idea came about ten 
years back to Swiss armourer 
Vivian Mueller, who at the time 
experienced cutting and welding 
together multiple parts of the 
famous Sig P210: the result was 
a long slide, double barrel 9mm, 
highly decorated collector piece, 
which indeed shot very well.
Our idea took the challenge further: 
to commemorate the legendary 

Colt 1911-A1 in the Centenary by 
making a true industrial market-
ready double barrel .45 caliber 
pistol.
We achieved success in the brief 
span of 6 months, after intense 
and round-the-clock 3D designing, 
stereolithographic modeling and 
parts machining.
The gun can be 
handled 
by any 
shooter 
able to 
shoot with 
a .45 Acp and 
it is not only very 
pleasing, but very 
accurate and great fun.
The AF2011-A1 holds 
amazing and surprising 
target performance for the 
shooter: in fact, it will group all 
the 8 double .45 caliber rounds (16 
bullets) held in the duplex, single 
columns magazines, in a target of 
the size of an orange at 15 yards 
and of a water melon at 25.

> AF2011-A1  
TECHNICAL SPECS

TYPE: geometric lock, semiatutomatic double barrel 
hammer pistol

ACTION: short recoil, 1911 system

CALIBERS: .45 ACP, .38 Super Auto

TRIGGER: double hammer with single spur, double 
spur-one piece trigger

SAFETIES: left lever safety (1911) with half cock ham-
mer safety and grip safety

MAGAZINE: 2 single magazines, paired with single 
floor plate, 8+8 rounds

FRAME: 39NiCrMo steel machined from casting

SLIDE: 39NiCrMo steel machined from solid

SIGHTS: interchangeable back, fixed or adjustable

TOTAL LENGTH: 220 mm

BARREL LENGTH: 125 mm

TOTAL HEIGHT: 145 mm

TOTAL WIDTH: 50 mm

TOTAL WEIGHT: 1.850 Grs. unloaded

SPECIAL FEATURES: the pistol comes with dedicated 
security lock Ergal case, 1 year Warranty. Most inter-
nal components come as standard 1911 replacement 
parts.

The stopping power of the 
AF2011-A1 is tremendous: 2 bullets 
for a total of 460 Grains weight 
impacting at 1 to 2 inches apart 
(depending on the distance of the 
target) will knock down a bull, while 
the whole 18 bullets, for a payload 
exceeding 4000 Grains, can be 
delivered to the target in about 3 
seconds.
The AF2011 Second Century is 
available in the Classic finish, 
with black oxide frame and slide, 
high grade walnut grips, SUS 416 
Stainless Steel barrels, Black 
Magic finish with G10 tactical 
grips, black oxide frame and slide, 
with the addition of the Arsenal 

Firearms proprietary Black Magic 
barrel heat treatment, 

which allows internal 
reduced friction 

modulus, 
granting 

a +7% 
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bullet speed and Stainless finish with 6th 
grade plain walnut grips and SUS 416 
Stainless Steel barrels and adjustable 
sights.the new pistol which we strived 
to keep during the development of the 
project, is the interchangeability of most 
internal parts, which come as standard 
1911 replacement parts. 
These include the firing pins, the firing 
pins plates, the sears groups, the triple 
springs, the inner parts of the mainspring 
housings, the recoil springs and recoil 
springs rods, the magazine bodies and 
inner parts, the sights (including after 
market adjustable sights) the grips and 
grips screws and bushings.
The AF2011-A1 is available in mirror 
finish Deep Blue or with a 3000 Vickers 
surface hardness Hard Chrome coating.

> AF2011-A1  NEW

THE NEW BLACK MAGIC FINISH OF THE 
AF2011-A1 SECOND CENTURY DOUBLE 

BARREL PISTOL: AVAILABLE BOTH ON THE 
.45 ACP AND .38 SUPER AUTO CALIBERS, 
NOT ONLY CAPTIVATES THE LOOKS OF A 

MEAN MACHINE, BUT ALSO ALLOWS A +7% 
BULLET SPEED THANKS TO THE ARSENAL 
FIREARMS PROPRIETARY BARRELS HEAT 

TREATMENT INSIDE-OUT.
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LEFT, THE AF2011-A1 CAN BE ORDERED 
WITH SPECIAL ENGRAVING, GOLD 
INLAY, OR INITIALS AND MONOGRAMS, 
ACCORDING TO THE FINAL CUSTOMER 
WISHES.

IN THIS PAGE, THE COMPARISON BETWEEN 
THE STAINLESS VERSION OF THE ORIGINAL 
AF2011-A1 SECOND CENTURY DOUBLE 
BARREL PISTOL WITH 5 INCH BARRELS 
AND THE NEW AF2011 DUELLER™, 
SPORTING A COUPLE OF MIGHTY 6.5 INCH 
BARRELS, FOR EXTENDED BALLISTIC 
ACCURACY AND STOPPING POWER.
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> DOUBLE BARREL ACCESSORIES 

IN THIS PAGE: THE SECURITY, AIRCRAFT ALLOY DISPLAY AND CARRY CASE GOLD EDITION, WITH THE OSTRICH 3-PIECE SET POUCH.
THE HOLSTER, BELT AND MAGAZINE CARRIER CAN BE STORED IN THE TOP HIDE AND PECARI LINED FINE HAND CRAFTED POUCH, 
WHICH CAN BE ALSO USED AS A CONCEALED SHOULDER DOUBLE BARREL PISTOL CARRIER.

BELOW, THE NEW LINE OF MINERALIZED CARELYAN BIRCH GRIP SETS, UNIQUE AND EXCLUSIVE TO ARSENAL FIREARMS: 
THEY ARE AVAILABLE FROM OUR CUSTOM SHOP AD EXQUISITE ADDITIONS TO A UNIQUE FIREARMS, IN THE BLUE, RED, GREEN, 
INDIGO BLACK AND NATURAL COLOURS. MAURITANIAN TUYA BURL AND 6TH GRADE TURKISH WALNUT SETS COMPLETE THE LINE 
OF SPECIAL GRIPS ON THE RIGHT.

IN THESE PAGES: THE WIDE SELECTION 
OF DEDICATED, UNIQUE HIGHT TECH, 
EXOTIC AND LEATHER ACCESSORIES 
DESIGNED AND MADE IN ITALY FOR 
THE DOUBLE BARREL FAMILY OF GUNS.
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IN THIS PAGE, THE NEW LINE OF WATER 
BUFFALO, SECURITY LOCKS DEDICATED 
CASES FOR BOTH THE AF2011-A1 SECOND 
CENTURY AND AF2011 DUELLER™-
DUELLER™ PRISMATIC DOUBLE BARREL 
PISTOLS. 

FROM LEFT TO RIGHT, THE DUEL SET, IN 
BROWN AND BLACK, CAPABLE OF HOLDING 
TWO AF2011 DUELLER™ OR DUELLER™ 
PRISMATIC, TWO SPARE MAGAZINES, 
LUXURY CLEANING KIT AND 16+16 ROUNDS 
ON THE SOLID OAK CASE MAIN FRAME.
BELOW, THE SINGLE POSITION WATER 
BUFFALO CASE, AGAIN IN BROWN AND 
BLACK, CAPABLE OF HOLDING ONE 
AF2011-A1 SECOND CENTURY OR ONE 
AF2011 DUELLER™-DUELLER™ PRISMATIC 
WITH LUXURY CLEANING KIT.

> DOUBLE BARREL ACCESSORIES 
Originally designed for the BBC 
America major sequel production 
The Intruder, Arsenal Firearms 
introduces as a standard double 
barrel line of dedicated leather 
holsters this Double Barrel 
Shoulder Rig. Hand crafted in Italy 
and available both in Black and 
Tan, this rig will make carrying 
our double barrel pistols as 
simple as carrying any full size 
semiauto. Available both for the 5 
inch AF2011-A1 Second Century 
and for the AF2011 Dueller™-
Dueller™ Prismatic, the DBSR can 
be disassembled quickly, offering 
normal belt carry for both the 
holster and magazine carrier.

NEW

> THE DOUBLE BARREL SHOULDER RIG

ABOVE: THE LEATHER LINE OF AF2011 
DOUBLE BARREL PISTOLS HOLSTERS HAS 
ALSO BEEN UPDATED WITH ALL VERSIONS 
FOR THE AF2011 DUELLER™ AND 
DUELLER™ PRISMATIC.

DBD-BT DBD-BB DB-BT DB-BB
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TECHNICAL SPECS

TYPE: Single Action Single Shot

ACTION: Break-Open, eclipsing block

CALIBERS: 5,6x52R, 6,5x57R, .357 Rem. Mag., .375 
Win., .44. Rem. Mag., .444 Marlin, .45-70 Govt., .500 
S&W., Magnum

TRIGGER: 1911-style, Single Action only

SAFETIES: 1911-style side lever safety, grip safety, 
half-cock hammer safety, slam-fire crossbar safety 
on the barrel

MAGAZINE: none, single shot manual feeding only

FRAME: 1911, steel single stack magazine cavity

SLIDE: none, substituted by barrel coupling cradle

SIGHTS: none, equipped with integral Weaver specs 
barrel, steel rail for scope mount

TOTAL LENGTH: 380 mm

BARREL LENGTH: 355 mm (14 inch)

TOTAL WEIGHT: 2.1 Kg (fluted, bull barrel); 2.0 
(octagonal tapering barrel, custom Europa model)

SPECIAL FEATURES: the gun comes with steel Warne 
rapid mount rings, cleaning kit, User Manual and 1 
year Global Warranty.
Barrel only fluted and ported (brake-compensator) for 
both Black and Stainless versions.

ABOVE, ONE OF THE MANY DEDICATED 
ACCESSORIES DESIGNED FOR THE AFR 
RAPAX: A CORDURA™ MOSSY OAK™ 
HUNTING HOLSTER WITH SLING.
BALLISTIC SHOOTING GLOVES AND WRIST 
AMMO CARRIERS ARE ALSO AVAILABLE 
FOR ALL CALIBERS.
RIGHT: THE 220 YARDS, 5 ROUNDS 
ACCURACY WHICH CAN BE OBTAINED 
FROM THE RAPAX IN THE AMAZING 6,5X57R 
CALIBER.

The Rapax is also a perfect platform for 
the hunter and long range shooter alike: 
it allows barrel and caliber substitution in 
the field, without the use of tools, in less 
than 30 seconds. Thanks to the dedicated 
black or woodland camo Cordura® 
specialty holsters and spare barrel 
carrying pouches, the hunter can be out 

of camp for days, resting assured to bag 
any game from varmints to grizzly bears.
A wide variety of dedicated accessories 
is also available for the Rapax: from the 
much needed Ballistic Gloves, to the 
Wrist Ammo Carriers, to holster, security 
cases and luxury cases. Finally, the AFR 
Rapax can be also ordered as the refined, 
old style reminiscent version Rapax 
Europa: octagonal tapering barrel, stone 
mirror finish and custom gold inlay and 
engravings. For more: 
www.arsenalfirearms.com

NEW> AFR  

Designed in the early Nineties by 
Nicola Bandini, one of the co-
founders of Arsenal Firearms, the 
Rapax was introduced in the USA at 
the turn of the Century under the 
name of Tanfoglio Thor and as a 
global product as Tanfoglio Raptor. 
Based on a standard 1911 .45 steel 
frame carrying an integral, button 
rifled high quality barrel coupled 
with the help of an extremely strong 
cradle (acting like a “slide” on the 
1911 frame) the newly named Rapax 
comes to a second life with Arsenal 
Firearms.
This gun is finally available in 
the USA again, after it reached 
unprecedented long range and 
hunting heights in the hands of a 

number of extraordinary shooters: 
one for all, US proud specialty pistol 
master Ernie Bishop, who proved 
groups under one inch at 600 yards, 
with the incredible 100 years old 
European 6,5x57R caliber.
The Rapax is also the most powerful 
and strongest locking design ever 
developed in a pistol: on a number 
of occasions, in different calibers, 
a few samples of this gun have 
been tested for destruction at 
the Italian National Proof House, 
without success: in particular, the 
Rapax .45-70 Government can be 
handloaded to velocities of 2400 
Fps (300 grains bullets) producing a 
hunting package equal to a 22 inch 
.458 Winchester Magnum rifle.

LEFT: THE COMPLETE RANGE OF CALIBERS AVAILABLE FOR 
THE AFR RAPAX: FROM THE EXTREME RANGE ACCURATE 
6,5X57R TO THE IMPRESSIVE .45-70 GOVERNMENT, TO 
FINISH WITH THE MIGHTY .500 S&W MAGNUM.

TOP LONG RANGE US SHOOTER 
ERNIE BISHOP POSES WITH 

THE AFR RAPAX IN FRONT OF 
A 600 YARDS TARGET WHICH 

SPEAKS FOR ITSELF.

THE .45-70 GOVERNMENT PORTED AFR RAPAX 
IMPRESSIVE MUZZLE BLAST.

5,6x52R 6,5x57R .357 Mag. .375 Win. .44 Mag. .444 Marlin .45-70 Gov.  .500 S&W
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provide a flawless and smooth 
bolt travel and exacting lock and 
head spacing on the cartridge, to 
maximise the ballistic accuracy of 
the rifle itself.
All the rifles of the Legend line come 
drilled and tapped for base and rings 
mount according to the widespread 
Remington 700 standard, to enable 
the coupling of quick detachable 
bases and scope rings, as well as 
Weaver type mounts.

All synthetic stocks come with a 
double injected polymer and rubber 
shoulder pads, to absorb comfortably 
even the hardest kicking magnum 
calibers, as well as standard sling 
swivel fixtures, to offer a “ready to 
go” package on the hunt.
Trigger sets are available with or 
without Stecher pre-sets, offering 
a direct pull with no match in the 
industry: trigger predictability, 
reliability and crispness is our proud 
industrial excellence standard.
In fact, the Arsenal Firearms Legend 
rifle comes to the world as a match 
grade rifle in the hands of a hunter.

IN THESE PAGES: THE ARTIC STAINLESS 
MODEL OF THE ARSENAL FIREARMS 

LINE OF BOLT ACTIONS, WITH POLYMER, 
DOUBLE-INJECTED STOCK.

> BOLT ACTION RIFLES 
The new line of hunting bolt action 
rifles Arsenal Firearms “Legend” 
comes to the world market as a 
complete “all weather” solution for 
the demanding hunter.
Entirely built in Italy, including 
the cold-hammered barrels, 
the rifles come in two 
action lengths for 
smaller and standard/
magnum calibers, 
offering an array of over 
30 chamberings to suit 
all hunting conditions, 
spanning over all any 
continent’s species.
The line of rifles is available 
both built out of high carbon 
steel or stainless steel, for a true 
“all weather” use under the most 
extreme conditions. But the line of 
available stocks and stock finishes 
is what makes the Legend line of 
rifles really different.
As every hunter knows, to be 
part of the environment becomes 
often the key to a successful hunt: 
our rifles offer the widest variety 
of camouflage and all weather 
finishes, both with wooden stocks 
or synthetic stocks. Take a look for 
instance to our Artic Stainless Steel 

model: a true “white ghost” on the 
snowy northern plains, impossible to 
be seen and recognized as a rifle.
The action of the Legend rifles is built 
from high carbon or stainless steel 
and bears induction spot-hardening 

where it is most needed, by the 
locking recesses and shoulders: 
this industrial process keeps the 
barrelled action perfectly in line, 
avoiding the typical “warping” and 
“twisting” of actions which are more 
simply hardened in the furnaces.
With our induction hardening, we 
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EUROPEAN CALIBERS

SHORT ACTION 

7.62x39 Russian 

IN THIS PAGE: THE EUROPEAN WALNUT 
STOCK OF THE LEGEND WOODEN STOCK 
SERIES, WITH THE SUPERWOOD™ 
IMPERVIOUS COATING.

AMERICAN CALIBERS

SHORT ACTION 

.222 Rem.

.222 Rem. Mag.

6 mm PPC

LONG ACTION 

Cal. 5,6x57 

6x62 Freres

6,5x55 SE

6,5x57

6,5x65 RWS

7x57

7x64

8x57 JS

9,3x62 

LONG ACTION 

.243 Win.

.25-06 Rem.

.270 Win.

.308 Win.

.30-06 Spring.

7 mm Rem. Mag.

.300 Win. Mag.

.338 Win. Mag.

TECHNICAL SPECS - CARBON SERIES

TYPE: 60° bolt action rifle, 2 locking lugs

ACTION: short or standard

BARREL LENGHT: 560-600 mm (both actions) 

TOTAL LENGHT: 113 cm - 117 cm 

TOTAL WEIGHT: 3.2-3.3 Kg 

SIGHTS: adjustable rear for height and windage, front 
post on ramp 

SAFETY: manual lever on bolt 

STOCK: European walnut with rubber shoulder pad 

TECHNICAL SPECS - STAINLESS SERIES

TYPE: 60° bolt action rifle, 2 locking lugs

ACTION: short or standard, Stainless

BARREL LENGHT: 560-600 mm (both actions) Stainless 

TOTAL LENGHT: 113 cm - 117 cm 

TOTAL WEIGHT: 3.0-3.1 Kg

SIGHTS: adjustable rear for height and windage, front 
post on ramp 

SAFETY: manual lever on bolt 

STOCK: synthetic with rubber shoulder pad 

LEGEND SUPERWOOD™

The Legend Superwood™ rifle co-
mes as a classic and distinguished 
bolt action, with a high carbon steel 
action and barrel, in both Short and 
Standard Actions, with or without 
detachable ammo magazine.
The stock is Cnc built from the best 
quality European walnut, coupled 
with the action so to leave the barrel 
fully free-floating, with laser che-
quering and Arsenal Firearms trade 
mark embedding.
The finish is our own exclusive Su-
perwood™ coating, anti-scratch and 
durable surface for the most de-
manding hunter. Drilled and tapped 
for base and rings for scope mount, 
with a Remington 700 international 
standard.

LEGEND ARTIC CAMO SS™

The Legend Artic Camo™ rifle co-
mes as a “all weather” bolt action, 
with a stainless steel action and 
barrel, in both Short and Standard 
Actions, with or without detachable 
ammo magazine. The stock has 
been designed with composite tech-
nology according to our own design 
and ergonomic profile, built in the 
best anti-slip polymer combination 
available today, bearing a stainless 
steel trade mark grip cap. The finish 
is our own exclusive Artic Camo™, 
with satin steel parts for a non-gla-
re hunting safety. Drilled and tapped 
for base and rings for scope mount, 
with a Remington 700 international 
standard, is a true “ghost rifle” to be 
totally unseen during white winters.

>

>
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Zanotti  1625
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This declaration fears no argument: 
Beretta, considered to be the oldest 
name in the gun industry ever, has 
over five centuries of fame, but 
was making barrels only for over 
three hundred years, starting to 
manufcture finished shotguns only 
about two centuries ago.
On the contrary, the Zanotti family 
from Santa Maria in Fabriago, 
near Bologna in central Italy, will 
accomplish four hundred years of 
shotgun manufacturing during the 
next decade.

This is certainly an achievement, 
considering how even the most 
famous brands and names in 
the world’s gun industry have 
been changing hands and even 
closing down for good on many 
occasions: Colt, Smith&Wesson, 
Purdey, Holland&Holland are all 
names which do not belong to the 

original families anymore 
since decades or even 

centuries.
But Stefano, and 

like him his 
father Fabio 

and countless 
Zanotti 

Stefano Zanotti 
and his son Fabio 

are the living 11th and 12th 
generations of the oldest shotgun 

maker family 
of the world.

armourers before them have been 
doing before him in the family, has 
endured and strived to keep making 
ten or twelve unique shotguns per 
calendar year, addressing the most 
exclusive clientele in Europe and 
America.
And whoever has the patience 
and fortune to be on Stefano’s 
official family “Book of Orders and 
Deliveries”, which is the same 
one piece of old paper and canvas 
since two centuries ago, becomes 
a lifetime Zanotti addicted. Like 
for instance Fidel Castro himself, 
one of the many famous owners 
and users of Stefano Zanotti’s 
unparallelled shotguns: until 
recently, the ruler of Cuba has been 
seen daily outing his old Zanotti 
over and under Modello 648, now 
appropriatley named Model 627 
“Fidel”, for intensive caribbean 
pigeon hunting.
Giacinto, Tomaso, Fabio and Stefano 
Zanotti, the four great gun makers 
of the family during the entire past 
century, have most unquestionably 
designed and refined true 
masterpieces: the Model 34 and 
the Edward, both winners of gold 
medals at the most famed European 
expositions, come as two sidelocks 
bearing an equal number of world 
patents. 

Histor y
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Today Stefano Zanotti still works on 
the side of that River Mella which 
has “made” the entire world of 
armourers in the Valtrompia valley: 
those waters that no longer move 
the machines which were turning 
barrels and milling receivers, flow 
quietly by the Zanotti atelier: a 
small, secluded world of silence 
where still today a few very exclusive 
guns are made by hand.

Production 
and Atel ier 
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Model  34
The Zanotti Model 34 comes today, 
almost 90 years after the original 
design was introduced, as the 
top of the line hunting shotgun: a 
long base receiver (68mm) for a 
strong, powerful opening action, 
able to handle heavy charges and 
shoot hundreds of rounds in one 

TYPE: Demi Bloc Barrels Side by Side 

ACTION: 7 Pins Side Locks

TOTAL LENGTH: 1120 Mm

BARREL LENGTH: 700 Mm

TOTAL WEIGHT: 3490 Grs

STOCK TYPE: English Style

ENGRAVING: Hunting Scenes, or on 
client’s request

day of hunting. This magnificent 
shotgun features demi-block 
barrels construction, 7 pin sidelocks 
according to the famous Zanotti 
Patent Model 34, double trigger and 
ejectors, English stock of top grade 
walnut with fine step checkering. 
Barrels can be ordered with variable 
length, from 68 to 75 cm, in gauges 
12, 20, 16, 24, 28 and .410.

With the Model 34, the Edward is 
the ultimate side-lock shotgun: with 
another Zanotti patented side-lock 
mechanism built from solid steel 
(integral, without cross-pins) this 
exquisite shotguns is built as a 
selective single trigger and fast, 

TYPE: Demi Bloc Barrels Side by Side 

ACTION: Integral Pins Side Locks

TOTAL LENGTH: 1130 Mm

BARREL LENGTH: 700 Mm

TOTAL WEIGHT: 3100 Grs

STOCK TYPE: English Style

ENGRAVING: English Scroll, or on client’s 
request

Edward
reliable and light shotgun dedicated 
to hunting.
Barrels are of a demi-block 
construction and can be ordered, 
like for the Model 34, with variable 
lengths from 68 to 75 cm, in gauges 
12, 20, 16, 24, 28 and .410.
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Model  625
The Zanotti 625 is a simplified 
and lighter version of the Model 
626: like the previous model, this 
extremely light Anson type shotgun 
has been chosen by collectors in 
the past to be ordered in twin and 

even triplets sets, with a selected 
range of gauges, to make totally 
unique collector’s pieces (same 
wood, same engraving, same 
personalization on both or all 3 
shotguns). 
The technical specifications of this 
jewel shotgun are the same as the 
previous Model 626.

TYPE: Mono Bloc Barrels Side by Side 

ACTION: Anson System

TOTAL LENGTH: 1110 Mm

BARREL LENGTH: 680 Mm

TOTAL WEIGHT: 2900 Grs

STOCK TYPE: English Style

ENGRAVING: Ornate Motifs

Model  627  “Fidel”
The Zanotti 627, known to all more as 
the “Fidel”, is true “Boss type” over 
and under shotgun, with Anson and 
Deeley type mechanism in between 
the stock tangs. Ideal for the refined 
hunter or trap shooter, the Model 
627 “Fidel” is a single selective 
trigger shotgun, with automatic 

ejectors and a beautiful English 
grip stock style, built from the best 
European walnut available today. 
This magnificent over and under 
can be ordered in 12 and 20 gauges, 
with barrels lengths variable from 
68, to 71, 73 and 75 cm., all with 
interchangeable chokes. 

TYPE: Demi Bloc Barrels Side by Side 

ACTION: Boss Type, Over & Under

TOTAL LENGTH: 1140 Mm

BARREL LENGTH: 700 Mm

TOTAL WEIGHT: 3400 Grs

STOCK TYPE: English Style

ENGRAVING: Hunting Scenes, or upon 
client’s request
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Model  626
The Zanotti 626 has gained the 
fame of “most flexible and light 
gun in the field ever”: a true 
Anson construction, double trigger 
shotgun, the Zanotti 625 comes 
with powerful, central double 

locking lugs, but still newer 
exceeding the total weight 
of 2,8-2,9 Kg. 
This is the ideal mountain shotgun, 
available in a wide range of gauges 
from the 12, to the 20, 28 and .410. 

TYPE: Demi Bloc Barrels Side by Side 

ACTION: Anson System

TOTAL LENGTH: 1070 Mm

BARREL LENGTH: 680 Mm

TOTAL WEIGHT: 3000 Grs

STOCK TYPE: English Style

ENGRAVING: Hunting Scenes, or upon 
client’s request

Giacinto
Often referred to by the 
connoisseurs as “the most beautiful 
hammer gun of all times” the 
Zanotti Giacinto is truly a work 
of art. Triple “round of compass” 
central lock, demi-block barrel 
construction and side hammer 
lock mechanism, offer to the 

distinguished collector and hunter 
an amazing shotgun for daily use 
in the field. The mechanism is a 
double trigger, with “bounce” safety 
position of the hammers when un-
cocked, English grip stock style of 
the finest European walnut, hand 
finished with oil and tampon.
The Giacinto can be ordered in 12 
and 20 gauges, with barrel lengths 
of 68, 70 and 73 cm.

TYPE: Demi Bloc Barrels Side by Side 

ACTION: Hammer Gun

TOTAL LENGTH: 1080 Mm

BARREL LENGTH: 700 Mm

TOTAL WEIGHT: 3100 Grs

STOCK TYPE: English Style

ENGRAVING: English Scroll
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IN THIS PAGE: IVAN DAVYSKIBA AT WORK, 
WITH ONE SAMPLE OF HIS ART ON A BOLT 
ACTION RIFLE.
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The tradition of firearm miniature 
reproduction started in the Russia 
of the Tsars in 1810 and has 
established more and more, thanks 
to a handful of very skilled and 
dedicated armourers, in the Tula 
and Izhevsk Arsenals during the 
first few years of 1900.
The most famous example of this 
school is certainly the set of three 
Mosin 1891 rifles in 1:4 scale gifted 
to Tsar Nicholas II in March 1897 
and still preserved today at the 
Hermitage. The preferred firearms 
miniature of those years were in 
scale of 1:2, 1:3, 1:4 and 1:5.
The two World Wars killed this 
high-level practice and art of gun 
miniaturization, which can be truly 
compared to the best jewel and 
watch crafts around the world.
Until the founding of Miniature 

Arsenal in Moscow, 
which was 

established in 2004, after the 
discovery of a pair of magnificent 
and pristine Mosin M1891 rifles 
built in 1899 and perfectly 
functioning in scale 1:4 (one fourth 
of the original dimensions) hidden 
in the underground halls of the Red 
Army Museum in Moscow.
Part of a set of three, they were 
the winners of the Gold Medal 
for Russia at the Paris Universal 
Expo in 1900 and came from 
the Michailovskaya Academy of 
Mechanics in Saint Petersburg 
were they were built by some of its 
graduates as a final exam of ability.

Miniature Arsenal has built over the 
past five years a unique collection of 
historic and modern firearms of all 
kinds and size, in various scales, in 
series ranging from 1 piece to a few 
tenths, with finishes and engravings 
matching or even surpassing those 

of the original size firearms.
All manufacturing processes of 

the firearms of the collection 
are totally faithful to the 
original size firearms, 

including the choice of 
metals, wood essence 

and polymers, with extreme 
care dedicated to metal surface 
treatment and colour-scheme 
match and historical respect.
The Miniature Arsenal Collection 
comes as a series of perfect scale 
reproductions, dedicated to the 
collector, the lover of beautiful 
things and the gun enthusiast, in 
search of unique and exclusive 
pieces.

During more recent years, Miniature 
Arsenal has developed a number of 
very rewarding and promising joint 
venture projects with some of the 
most notable and long established 
firearm manufacturers from the old 
and new world.
To mention some, the partnership 
with FN-Browning for the making 
of one exceptional single piece 
Browning Auto 5 shotgun in half 
size, or the relatively small series 
of Caracal pistols, made for the 
Government of Abu Dhabi in 
different finishes, including a single 
piece-whole Damascus steel pistol, 
in half size.
Again, the already mentioned 
collaboration with Blaser for the 

IN THIS PAGE: ONE OF THE MOST RECENT 
JOINT PROJECTS DEVELOPED 

BY MINIATURE ARSENAL
 WITH A LEADING GUN MANIFACTURER: 

THE BLASER R93 DUO “HAMED” IN SCALE 1:2.

> MINIATURE ARSENAL: 
 A RUSSIAN TRADITION SINCE 1850 
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IN THESE PAGES: EXAMPLES OF GOLD 
INLAY AND BAS-RELIEF ENGRAVING OF 

OUR RESIDENT MASTER ENGRAVERS.
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ONE HALF SIZE MINIATURE 
OF THE FAMOUS RUSSIAN AUTOMATIC 
PISTOL STECHKIN WITH GOLD INLAY, 

BAS-RELIEF ENGRAVING, WHITE 
DIAMONDS AND RUBIES, MADE ON ORDER 

FOR A FAMOUS RUSSIAN VIP.

LEFT, THE MAGNIFICENT 
ENGRAVING AND GOLD INLAY WORK 
AND MANUFACTURING PERFORMANCE 
OF THE AF2011-A1 N°1 FULL SIZE 
GUN, WITH MATCHING HALF SIZE 
MINIATURE.

making of 3 unique pieces of the quite extraordinary 
double bolt, in-line action rifle R93 Duo “Hamed”, which 
has led to the development of a limited series of the 
newest product from the house of Isny, the Blaser R8 in 
half size (ready in mid-2012), or again the limited series 
of the revolutionary double barrel 2011-A1, developed in 
parallel with our own sister company Arsenal Firearms.
In particular, Miniature Arsenal is also capable of 
developing single piece or small series firearms with 
dedicated engravings matching to the detail those of 
the original piece owned by a final customer, or even 
reverse-engrave the full size gun owned by the final 
customer to match the miniature to be made or already 

OLD AND NEW: THE LUGER P08 BELOW STANDS NEXT TO THE 
BRAND NEW STRIKE ONE HALF SIZE, IN A TIMELESS, BEAUTIFUL 
WEAPONRY CONFRONTATION, SPANNING MORE THAN ONE 
CENTURY.
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existing in the Miniature Arsenal Collection.
In practical terms, there is no mission impossible for 
Miniature Arsenal: any past or present gun project 
can be developed, either through reverse engineering 
(if the gun is available at least in one working sample) 
or via a brand new development. As a matter of fact, 
some modern gun manufacturers are finding that 
during the R&D phase of creating a new firearm 
project, can be viable and faster to develop a fully 
functional miniature: not only it will ensure fast 
inspection of all the working parts, but also allow 
freedom of miniature sample circulation throughout 
the Countries, as we are not dealing with a firearm.
In a few words and with no fear of argument, 
Miniature Arsenal holds today the world’s largest 
collection of small weapons miniature reproduction 
ever developed.

MR BERNHARD KNOBEL, CEO OF 
BLASER AND DIMITRY STRESHINSKIY 
DURING THE PRESENTATION OF 
THE MINIATURE BLASER R93 DUO 
“HAMED” IN ISNY, GERMANY.

A PICTURE GALLERY OF SOME 
MINIATURE ARSENAL CREATIONS, 

PART OF A COLLECTION 160 MODELS 
STRONG AND COUNTING.
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